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FROM RESEARCH TO STANDARDS
WHY ARE STANDARDS IMPORTANT?
Standards form a common language that allows researchers, people, public institutions and industry to 
communicate, produce and commercialise products and services. This is especially important in the European 
single market. The European Green Deal and the Industrial Strategy for Europe make clear that developing 
new standards will be essential to boost industry’s competitiveness, build a sustainable future and shape a 
Europe fit for the digital age. The New Standardisation Strategy highlights the importance of standardisation 
in promoting the uptake of results from EU research and innovation projects, allowing new technologies to 
scale–up and enter into the market. 

WHAT IS DONE AT EU LEVEL?
The new European Standardisation Strategy will encourage pre-normative research and 
strengthening the link between R&I and standardisation. 

Standards will be instrumental in achieving the green and digital transitions of our economy 
and the European Commission will develop of a code of practice for researchers on 
standardisation to make sure society benefits. 

Standardisation can provide a timely response to critical emergencies, where standards are 
needed in order to avoid strategic dependencies in areas such as COVID-19 vaccines and medicines, recycling of 
critical raw materials, clean hydrogen value chain, low carbon cement, data standards enhancing interoperability 
or standards for business services. Horizon Europe projects can serve as an important source of evidence when 
identifying critical standardisation needs.

The role of standards was pivotal in the COVID-19 crisis response when, upon a request by the European Commission, 
European and national standardisation bodies made standards freely available to ensure the production of high 
quality protective masks to keep citizens safe against COVID-19.

HOW R&I CAN CONTRIBUTE TO STANDARDISATION AND VICE VERSA?

MAKING RESEARCH RESULTS WORK FOR SOCIETY
VALORISATION POLICIES

Standards are a crucial tool to valorise research results.

STANDARDS = 
DRIVER FOR INNOVATION & 

MARKET GROWTH 

They help researchers bring their innovation to the market and 
spread technological advances by making their results transparent 
and ensuring high quality. Standards give confidence to consumers 
that an innovative technology is safe.

They codify the technology requirements and inform both 
manufacturers and consumers on what to expect.

They allow technologies and materials to be interoperable: since a 
standard provides details on the use and content of a technology or 
a material, it is much easier to know when and how it can be used 
in combination with other technologies.

The Commission is launching a Standardisation Booster, a platform helping 
beneficiaries, whose Horizon 2020 and Horizon Europe research results 
appear likely to lead to the revision or creation of a standard, to test the 
relevance of their results for standardisation.
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https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/funding/funding-opportunities/funding-programmes-and-open-calls/horizon-europe_en
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LEARN MORE

Standardisation policy: https://europa.eu/!Gd86Vt
EU valorisation policy: https://europa.eu/!pdttdk
Knowledge valorisation platform: https://europa.eu/!mG63yvk
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SUCCESS STORIES
SPIDIA4P

How standardisation helps applying  
innovative research results to reduce the 
numbers of diagnostic errors in healthcare
Patient samples, such as blood samples, can 

significantly alter after collection from the body, e.g. during 
storage, transport and processing before a laboratory test is run 
(pre-analytical phase). This can lead to wrong diagnostic results. 
About 50% - 70% of clinical laboratory errors are caused by the 
pre-analytical phase. SPIDIA4P has 22 new pre-analytical ISO 
and European CEN standard documents to standardise the pre-
analytical phase and hence reducing the errors.

“Standards ensuring good quality patient samples are 
key enablers for improving diagnostics, biobanking and 
biomedical research.” 

Dr. Uwe Oelmüller, coordinator of Spidia4P

https://www.spidia.eu/ 

WiseGRID

How standards contribute to 
sustainability  
The WiseGRID objective is to develop 
solutions to address a need for better 

energy storage technologies and the integrating of charging 
infrastructure to favour the large scale deployment of 
electric vehicle. 

Besides using existing standards the project identified 
relevant standards and developed a reference model for 
distribution application for microgrids. Involvement of a 
standards-developing organisation was a critical success 
factor for navigating existing standards and to position the 
project in relevant standardisation activities.

“Only smarter applications can lead a way to decentralised 
energy system where empowered citizens can be in the 
center of the renewable energy transition.”
Mr. Álvaro Nofuentes Prieto, project coordinator of WiseGRID

https://www.wisegrid.eu/ 

REACH2020

How research results help developing new standards for elderly people
REACH2020 objective is to turn clinical and care environments into personalised modular systems that 
encourage the elderly to become healthy via activity. Standardization activities within REACH are further used 
as an important instrument to use project results at national (DIN NA 023-00-07 AA), European (CWA 17502) 
and international (ISO/TC 314) standardization levels.

“Under COVID-19 long-term “social distancing”, digital MedTech solutions for active aging and elderly rehabilitation, like 
REACH2020 technology, are a necessity.”
Thomas Linner, Scientific Direct and project manager of REACH2020

https://reach2020.eu/
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